Today , in the discussion of alternative fuels and green-house gases, devices are discussed, which use partial oxidation and steam reforming for the production of hydrogen-rich synthesis gas from conventional fuels. Two examples of such systems being currently of great technological interest are the Solid-Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) [1] when operated with nonpure hydrogen fuels, e.g. partially reformed logistic fuels, and short-contact time reactors for reforming gasoline and diesel fuels [2], e.g., as first stage of an on-board auxiliary power unit (APU). The non-linear coupling of complex homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reaction kinetics with heat and mass transfer in such systems matters for reactor behavior, often even superimposed by transient modifications of the active catalytic phase, e.g. by oxidation and coking In this work, we will present a modeling and simulation study on a catalytic reformer for the production of hydrogen-rich synthesis gas from the gasoline surrogate iso-octane. This example exhibits all features mentioned above: complex homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction schemes, mass and heat transfer effects, catalyst deactivation. Present work is related to the coupling of models of these phenomena, and their computational implementation to explain the impact of residence time on fuel conversion and hydrogen production and to optimize the reactor performance.
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Results
Reaction rate flow analysis for pyrolysis of iso-octane 1010 K, residence time of 42 ms. The time-integrated values given are scaled in a way that the maximum molar production rate of an individual reaction occurring of all reactions is set to be 100. Note that only major paths are shown [5] .
Numerically predicted axial species profiles (in the center of the single channel) in the centerline of the monolith and temperature profiles in the centerline (axis) and at the outer wall of the monoliths, C/O = 1.0, 5 slpm (a); effect of flow rate on temperature profile taking in the centerline of monoliths, C/O = 1.0 (b) [5] . (II) (III) (I)
